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FASHION EDITOR OF BAUBLEBAR, JACKIE ABRAMO
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Meet the Fashion Editor of BaubleBar.com, My favorite party companions are my girlJackie Abramo
friends from back home/college. Or my two
cats. We can throw a mean dance party.
It is well known that a simple black dress
will never be dull with a piece of fashion When I need to get away, I book a flight straight
jewelry, and BaubleBar makes finding your to Kauai. It’s my hometown and easily the most
favorite statement piece memorable.
magical place in the world.
Celebrity “Guest Bartenders“ like Coco
Rocha and Ashley Madekwe create wild
concoctions of jewelry collections, while
Baublebar stuns the fashion world with its
overwhelming collection of exotic, bold,
and delicate pieces. But the real gem is fashion editor, Jackie Abramo.
Whether she’s shooting editorials, creating
content for brand collaborations, or turning heads with her excellent style, Jackie
aids in the creation of BaubleBar’s site-wide
tone and voice as the final say in fashion
jewelry.
What is my favorite kind of jewelry?
Ooh, that’s a toughie! I love it all so much.
Fashion jewelry really embodies the overthe-top parts of my personality, but long
story short, I’m pretty much always wearing a combination of both fashion and fine.
If there were a style of jewelry that I would
call my favorite—it would have to be rings.

Currently, I’m most passionate about ballet classes,
and putting temporary color in my hair.
My top three designers right now are…Oh, that’s a
toughie, too! I’m an accessories addict so it would
have to be Charlotte Olympia, Karen Walker and
Loeffler Randall.

My favorite sweet indulgence is a Belgian
When toasting to the good life, it’s always with a
waffle with Nutella from the Wafels & Dinges French 75. Or any kind of wine, really.
truck when it’s parked in my neighborhood.
Taking time to spoil myself means a bubble bath or
My last splurge was a pair of Céline sunglasses. a nice dinner out with my boyfriend.
To give back, I donate to the animal shelter my Images courtesy of Fletcher Lawrence Anstis
cats came from or Housing Works in the West
Village.
Check out Jackie on instagram @hoorayforjka.
When it comes to my beauty routine, I can’t
live without good old-fashioned Chapstick! And
Philosophy ‘Hope in a Jar.’ Especially after this
brutal New York winter.

